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Security Issue for Apple iOS

As a courtesy to our mobile banking clients, we are informing you that on February 21, 2014 Apple
communicated that they have a security issue in its iOS operating system.

 

The impacted devices are as follows:

iPhone 4 and later
iPod touch (5th generation)
iPad 2 and later

 

The details of the issue are described on the Apple Website.

 

Apple recommends users upgrade to iOS version 7.0.6. Our mobile banking app has been tested on
iOS 7.0.6 and we do not anticipate issues should users upgrade to the latest iOS 7.0.6.

 

NOTE: Apple is reporting that the same security issue exists in notebooks and desktops running the
MAC OS X operating systems. Apple says they plan to release a software fix very soon.
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Safe Online Banking
How your financial institution is keeping you safe online

Whether you need to pay a parking ticket, buy a birthday gift or make a utility payment, the ability to
make financial transactions online has made so many day-to-day activities easier. Despite the
convenience, it can be scary to provide your debit/credit card or financial account information online.
As more and more people bank online, hackers are taking notice. Fortunately, financial institutions
know just how to keep your account information and your money safe. 
 
Because hackers are always trying to hack into financial institution’s websites, they are continuously
improving their technology to keep your account safe. 
 
“In addition, even if hackers are able to steal money from your account, you will still be protected, as
[financial institutions] are liable for those stolen funds,” states Rob Berger for MSN Money.
 
One of the best ways that
financial institutions protect
your account is by informing
you how to keep your
account information safe
yourself. One of the most
common ways that hackers
obtain a person’s account
information is by phishing —
sending an e-mail that tricks
people into providing private
account information. 
 
Your financial institution will
never send an e-mail that
requires you to reply with
your account number, pin,
online login or password.
Financial institutions
maintain this policy so that
you’re immediately able to
tell if someone is phishing
for your information. Never
respond to an e-mail, even if
it appears to be from your
financial institution, with your
account information. Instead, call the number on the back of your debit or credit card or on your
financial institution’s website and speak directly to an employee if you’re unsure about the origin of an
e-mail.
 
Another type of phishing scam involves receiving an e-mail with a link that appears to be from your
financial institution. If you log into that copycat page, your information may be stolen. Instead of
clicking on links within e-mails, it’s best to open a new browser window and type in your financial
institution’s website information yourself. Once you’re on your financial institution’s page, you can
login and see if you have an alert that matches the content of the e-mail you received.
 







“Mobile banking is generally considered safe. But online frauds like smishing are gaining some
traction,” according to Bankrate.com. “Smishing occurs when you get a dubious text message from a
fraudster posing as a [financial institution] representative.”
 
You can deal with this threat in the same manner as phishing threats. Don’t call any number that you
get from a text. Instead, call the number on your card or financial institution’s website to inquire about
the text message. 
 
Many financial institutions have a verification process that keeps track of computers and mobile
devices that log into your account, in order to watch out for unusual activity. This can involve a
multistep login process that requires you to answer a security question along with providing the
correct login information when you use a new computer or mobile device. Talk to a representative of
your financial institution to find out what types of security measures are in place so you know what
information will be needed if you bank on more than one computer. 
 
While phishing and other online scams may make online banking seem scary, it can actually be one of
the best ways to prevent fraud. Online and mobile banking makes communication between you and
your financial institution faster and more efficient than ever, and financial institutions are using this fact
to prevent fraud. 
 
Many financial institutions send out alerts to your phone or e-mail address if a charge is made that is
unusually large or outside of your typical geographic area. Some even offer a multistep process for
large purchases, such as confirming a pending transaction through an app or text. 
 
Just as online banking helps your financial institution prevent fraud, it helps you protect yourself.
Because financial transactions are reported online instantly, it’s easy to keep an eye out for suspicious
charges. 
 
With traditional banking, you have to wait for a paper statement in the mail. 
 
“That gives fraudsters ample time to spend your money,” according to Bankrate.com. “With online
banking, you'll know when a charge is recorded with the [financial institution], especially if you set up
cell phone text or e-mail alerts.”
 
If you would like to discuss online banking, please don’t hesitate to give us a call.
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Getting Control of Your Credit Card Bill
Stop the headaches and take charge of your cards with these
simple tips

Credit cards are great financial tools, giving you purchasing freedom and the opportunity to build a
strong credit profile — a must-have for anyone looking for the best deal on a car, home or even a
business loan. For many, however, credit cards are also a great way to get into trouble. If your credit
card bills are controlling you rather than the other way around, read on to learn how you can turn the
credit card game back in your favor.
 
First, you have to make sure you know exactly what the terms of your credit card contracts are.
Interest rates, grace periods for repayment, late charges and other fees vary considerably from card
to card (and from consumer to consumer). Read the card agreement before you spend or sign, and
be sure to read your monthly statements carefully.
 
“If you don’t open your credit
card billing statement, you
risk missing your payment
due date. You could also
miss important
announcements about
changes to your credit card
terms,” writes personal
finance expert LaToya Irby.
“Knowing your credit card
terms give you more control
over your credit card costs.
You know how you should
and should not use your
credit card based on how
your creditor will respond to
your actions.”
 
Once you have a handle on
your credit card terms and
know what not to do to make
the bills even worse, it’s time
to start paying those bills off.
Making minimum payments
or simply paying what you
can after a month’s worth of
spending is setting yourself up for years of effort and a slim chance of successfully climbing out of
credit card debt. Instead, budget a set amount — more than the minimum required payment — that
you will pay toward your credit cards each month, and make it the first thing that comes out of your
paycheck.
 
“Most card issuers let you set up automatic payments from a checking account and allow you to
decide how much you pay,” says credit adviser Elizabeth Ody. “This strategy keeps that money from
becoming a temptation for you to spend on something else because it's already gone. It also helps
you avoid late payments that can damage your credit score, cost you a bundle in fees and trigger an







interest rate hike.”
 
Finally, if your bills are simply too high for you to manage even with a strict budget, don’t simply ignore
the problem. Talk to your credit card company and see if they’ll negotiate — you might be surprised.
 
“Sometimes you can get your interest rate lowered, set up a payment plan that will allow you to pay
off your debt, or even get some of your debt forgiven, all with a simple phone call,” writes financial
journalist Amy Fontinelle. “If your first call doesn't work, remember that just because one person says
no doesn't mean that's the final answer. Keep calling the company back - you'll often get a different
customer service rep almost every time, and talking to different people may allow you to negotiate a
better deal.”
 
Getting your credit cards under control might take a bit of effort, but it will be well worth it in the long
run. Once you’re free from the nightmare of mounting credit card bills, you can focus on building a
lifetime of financial freedom.
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Staying on Top of Your Checking Account
You don’t have to be an acrobat — or an accountant — to keep
things in balance

Chances are you have a checking account that you use all the time — depositing paychecks, using a
debit/check card, maybe even making automatic payments for regular bills. But when’s the last time
you sat down and went over
your account to make sure
it’s all in working order?
 
Under the law, every
financial institution is
required to send you a
monthly statement for your
checking account. It might
be sent by mail, or if you
chose the electronic option
most financial institutions
offer these days, you’ll
receive a monthly e-mail
notification when your new
statement is ready to view
online. However you get
your statement, it’s important
to actually look it over every
once in awhile.
 
“While balancing a
checkbook may seem like a
thing of the past, the
principles behind this
practice are as valid as
ever,” says finance columnist Andrew Freiburghouse. “In addition to preventing overdraft fees and
catching erroneous charges, properly reconciling your checkbook can also allow you to take a better
look at your financial habits.”
 
In other words, staying on top of your checking account is about more than making sure your financial
institution hasn’t made any mistakes. It will also help you plan and keep a monthly budget. And if
simply looking over your statement isn’t enough to give you a firm grip on the ins and outs of your
checking account, there are plenty of tools that can help — even a simple spreadsheet can do the
trick.
 

“We have columns for rent, dining, groceries, insurance, etc., with monthly targets,” says business
owner and household financer Mandy Minor. “As I input our expenses, they get added up, so we can
see in a second if we were over, under or on budget. Each month is a new sheet in the workbook, so
it has years' worth of data that's easy to get to.”

 
Keeping a weather eye on your checking account is worth the time, but if you have a nice handle on
your budget and are familiar enough with your personal finances, a monthly check-up doesn’t have to







take too long.
 
“If you're pressed for time, you can get away with examining just the account summary,” says financial
adviser Susan Zimmerman. “It's usually listed at the top of the page and it recaps the state of your
account: previous balance, deposits and credits, checks and debits, service charges, interest paid and
current balance. At a bare-bones minimum, look over the summary information and see if the figures
are in the [ballpark.”]
 
If a quick scan of your checking account summary shows any discrepancies, delve a little deeper. Be
sure to contact your financial institution immediately if you see anything amiss — the sooner you start
dealing with any problems, the easier they will be resolved. 
 
So take the first step in financial control and make sure you’re checking in with your checking account
regularly. Your savings and investments will thank you.
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Just a friendly reminder...

Effective April, 8, Microsoft will end support of Windows XP. If you currently use this operating system,
please check out Microsoft's website  to find out more information and what you need to do on or
before April 8.
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Home Remedies for Nasal Congestion
Smart tips to help clear up that stuffy nose

You've been up all night with a stuffy nose and you're looking for relief. The good news is that there
are a number of home remedies that can help you breathe easier.
 
But first, it's important to understand what's causing your condition. That stuffy nose can be caused by
a number of different problems, according to the American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and
Neck Surgery (AAOHNS), including: 

An infection, like a cold or sinus infection
A structural problem, such as enlarged adenoids
Allergies
A nerve problem that causes swelling inside your nose, called vasomotor rhinitis

If you have any question about what is causing your condition, it's best to see a doctor who can help
you get to the root of the
problem and find a solution. 
 
If you're sure your congestion is
being caused by a minor issue,
like a cold, you may want to try
the following home remedies
from MedlinePlus
(www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/).
 
Use a saline nasal spray
This gentle mist of saline can
help thin the mucus inside your
nose to drain and ease
congestion.
 
Try a vaporizer or humidifier
Warm, steamy air has the same
effect as saline mist, thinning
your nasal mucous and helping
clear your nasal passages.
 
Use breathing strips
These strips can be found at your local drugstore. Stick them on the outside of your nose to help pull
nasal passages open and ease your breathing.
 
Nourish yourself with hot beverages or soup
Hot tea or your favorite soup not only warms you up, they can also keep you hydrated and help ease
congestion.
 
Prop your head up at night
Sleeping with your head slightly elevated can keep congestion from getting worse during the night.
 
Use a neti pot
A neti pot is a specially designed teapot filled with a saline solution. It's used to flush out your nasal
passages, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). These pots can help







passages, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). These pots can help
ease congestion, but it's important to use boiled, specially filtered or disinfected water, according to
the CDC.
 
Consider medication
While over-the-counter medicines won't cure your cold or allergies, they can help make it easier for
you to breathe by clearing out congestion, according to the AAOHNS. There are two main types of
medicines used for nasal congestion:

Antihistamines, which can help reduce congestion caused by allergies
Decongestants, which can reduce swelling inside your nasal passages

It's also important to be aware of potential side effects of these medications. Antihistamines can make
you feel tired or drowsy, so don't take one before you drive or operate heavy machinery. Additionally,
you shouldn't use a decongestant if you have heart problems, high blood pressure, glaucoma, or are
taking other medicines that contain a decongestant, such as diet pills.
 
When taking an over-the-counter medicine, always let your doctor know if your condition doesn't
improve after seven to 10 days, you start to feel worse or you develop a fever. Also, don't use a
decongestant nasal spray or drops for more than three days, or they may worsen your condition,
according to MedlinePlus.
 
In addition to over-the-counter options, your doctor may also prescribe other medications to help your
condition, such as medicated nasal sprays, according to AAOHNS.
 
The good news is that most nasal congestion will clear up on its own over time, but these home
remedies can help ease your symptoms until it does. 
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Is an RV Right for You? 
Reasons why purchasing an RV may benefit you

When you think of investing in real estate, you probably automatically think of buying a home or a
condo. But have you considered a recreational vehicle? Recreational vehicles, also known as RVs,
have been around quite some time now, but recently, more and more people are purchasing them.

Currently, around nine million Americans own an RV, a 64 percent gain since 1980. And experts say 
sales in 2013 were extremely high and are expected to increase even more in 2014. 

 

“RV shipments are growing,” said Richard Coon, president of the Recreational Vehicle Industry
Association. “Consumer confidence is growing, credit is available and RVs are visible, popular and
even cool. This is a good time to be in the RV business.”

RVs, which are essentially homes on wheels, are a unique alternative to traveling via a car, plane, bus
or other mode of transportation. While camping in the wilderness is in its own category of a fun
vacation, there’s something to be said for driving on the open road where you can stop and go at
anytime and use your own bathrooms, bed and kitchen.

Motor vehicles are a great
option for a range of people
— from the young buyer
looking for a convenient and
affordable vacation home to
recent retirees looking to
explore. If you’re not sure if
an RV is right for you, ask
yourself if you like any of
these topics:

Travel - One of the most
important and obvious things
to consider before
purchasing an RV is
knowing how much you will
use it. If you’re a steady
vacationer who’s sick of
paying for hotel rooms,
eating out every night and
other vacation-related costs,
you may want to seriously
consider an RV. Studies
show they can save you up
to 59 percent of typical
vacation expenses.

Freedom - Having an RV means you can travel anywhere you’d like within driving abilities. You can
take off whenever you please (especially if you’re retired) and stop at any destination along the way. 

Convenience - You can keep your RV stocked with clothes, food and other traveling necessities, and







Convenience - You can keep your RV stocked with clothes, food and other traveling necessities, and
not have to worry about heavy luggage — or unpacking that heavy luggage. Motor homes also come
equipped with bathrooms, meaning you won’t have to keep stopping at rest stops along the way.
Having a kitchen means you can prepare wholesome meals on the road, and a bed means no more
uncomfortable hotel beds and cots. You also have the option of putting a TV and/or DVD player in
your RV so you can enjoy modern conveniences on the road as well.

Traveling with your pet - Some may argue one of the worst things about vacationing is having to
leave your furry friend behind, or pay for a kennel to board them on a plane. With an RV, you have the
luxury to take your dog, cat or any other pet with you on the road, without the lingering stress of how
they’re doing. 

 

Regardless of what you choose, your financial institution can help with the financing, so stop by and
let us get you on your way.
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How to Do a Home Energy Audit
Save money on your future electric bills with an independent review

As the record-breaking winter weather clears in most areas of the country, many families are
experiencing higher-than-usual energy usage. This additional energy consumption not only leads to
expensive energy bills, but can be damaging to the overall environment. Consider conducting an
energy audit of your home to save on future bills. Many energy providers offer audits to their
customers at no charge, but if yours doesn't, consider spending an afternoon conducting your own
home energy audit.
 
Seal any air leaks
On a chilly or windy day, check
every closed window and door
in your home to see if you feel
air drafts coming through the
openings. If you find drafty
windows or doors, seal them
properly to prevent air from
seeping through.
 
Check insulation
Venture upstairs to your attic
and evaluate the insulation
there. If there is proper
insulation, check to be sure the
insulation is still in its intended
place and has not fallen or been
misplaced. Look closely for wet
spots, decay or signs of
animals. If there are leaks in the
roof, have them fixed by a
professional or repair them on your own.
 
Service heating and cooling equipment
Maintain your furnace and air-conditioner by having them checked by a professional every one to two
years. If your current equipment results in large energy bills, consider replacing your units with more
energy-efficient, cost-effective units.
 
Replace light bulbs
Standard light bulbs can result in high energy bills. As your light bulbs burn out, replace them with
more energy efficient bulbs for increased savings.
 
Check appliances and electronics
Check your appliances for energy efficiency. If you have a deep freezer that is almost empty, use the
contents and unplug it until you have more food items to store. Unplug televisions and computers at
night to lower the use of "phantom energy" (the energy used when items are plugged into the wall, but
not turned on). Unplug cell phone chargers when they are not in use.
 
Keep track of your energy bills
Check your energy bill each month and make note of any major increases in usage. If possible,
determine what caused the increase in usage and make changes. Did you run a dehumidifier, operate







a window air-conditioning unit, etc.?
 
Keep track of your energy improvements
As you go through your audit, note any changes you want to make. Write down the date you made
any changes, and then re-evaluate those changes when you receive your upcoming energy bills. If
you want to use a pre-printed form, TheDailyGreen.com provides a printable checklist to keep track of
your independent audit and the resulting changes.
 
Taking time out of your schedule for an independent energy audit is time well-spent. Small,
incremental changes can often result in substantial savings in energy usage and a lower energy bill.
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French Quarter, New Orleans
Take in all this historic neighborhood has to offer

A visit to New Orleans would not be complete without a day spent in the French Quarter. In fact, you
could spend an entire vacation in the historic neighborhood.
 
Stay at Soniat House
Three townhomes dating back
to the 1830s make up this
boutique hotel in a quiet
residential area of the French
Quarter. Reserve a Grand Suite
Room for the ultimate in luxury.
It features an elegant salon and
spacious bedroom with
king-size bed, both furnished
with period antiques in rich
colors and fabrics, and a private
balcony. The hotel sits on
Chartres Street just three blocks
from Jackson Square and one
block from the French Market,
making it an excellent base from
which to explore the rest of the
Quarter. Visit soniathouse.com
for more information and
reservations.
 
Eat at SoBou
Short for South of Bourbon Street, the new SoBou restaurant at the W French Quarter hotel on
Chartres Street has foodies buzzing. Zagat even named it one of the "25 Most Important Restaurants
of 2013." On the lunch and dinner menus, you'll find inventive dishes like the Zwolle Hog's Head
Tamale, slow-smoked Louisiana hog over a soft tamale made from the smokehouse renderings. The
Foie Gras Burger, with pan-seared Hudson Valley foie gras, sunny-side-up yard egg, duck bacon and
foie gras mayo is served on a caramelized-onion brioche bun and comes with pork cracklin’ and a root
beer float made with Abita and foie gras ice cream. The restaurant is also open for breakfast and
brunch. Visit sobounola.com for more information and reservations.
 
Explore Jackson Square
This famous landmark between Chartres and Decatur streets and St. Peter and St. Ann streets gets
its name from Battle of New Orleans hero Andrew Jackson. Historic buildings, including St. Louis
Cathedral, surround the 2.5-acre area, as do restaurants, shops, and a variety of independent artists
who display their work on a wrought-iron fence. After strolling through the Square, sit and pose for a
portrait or caricature that will serve as a unique memento of your trip to New Orleans. Visit nola.gov
for more information.
 
Shop the French Market
The farmers and flea markets that make up this shopping area on North Peters Street will occupy you
for hours. Full-service eateries serve breakfast, lunch and dinner in the farmers market, with fresh
produce, seafood, baked goods and juices available to take away. A stage area hosts cooking
demonstrations as well as musical performances. Antiques, jewelry, art, clothing and other crafts fill







the stalls at the flea market. Visit frenchmarket.org for more information.
 
A trip to New Orleans would not be complete without attending a jazz concert. The concierge at your
hotel will point you in the right direction, whether you want to catch a local artist or national touring act.
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Must-Watch Midseason TV Premieres
Check out these much-anticipated programs

If you like watching really good TV, you're in for some special treats this year. Several upcoming
midseason premieres promise some of the best entertainment for the small screen. Here are five of
the most anticipated TV shows this midseason has to offer.
 
Mind Games, ABC
Mind Games premieres March
11 on Tuesdays at 10 p.m.
(EST). It features a story about
two brothers who use their skills
from their previous and current
careers to solve issues that their
agency is faced with. One of the
brothers is an ex-convict, and
the other is an amazingly
intelligent, yet bipolar professor.
The show stars Christian Slater,
Steve Zahn, Gregory Marcel
and Megalyn Echikunwoke.
 
The 100, The CW
On March 19, starting at 9 p.m.
(EST) on Wednesdays, The 100
premieres. It stars Henry Ian
Cusick, Eliza Taylor, Isaiah
Washington, Kelly Hu, Marie
Avgeropoulos, Thomas McDonell and Devon Bostick. The TV show is set in the future, after the entire
planet has been decimated by a nuclear war. A hundred juvenile delinquents are sent back to Earth to
figure out what conditions are like on the planet after the devastation has taken place. The adults who
are still in outer space dominate and rule the kids from the skies. This series definitely promises to be
interesting for sci-fi fans.
 
True Detective, HBO
Bringing tremendous star power to this new TV show, HBO will feature none other than Matthew
McConaughey and Woody Harrelson, along with Kevin Dunn, Alexandra Daddario, Tory Kittles and
Michelle Monaghan. The plot centers on two detectives in the state of Louisiana who reopen an
intriguing murder mystery case.
 
Believe, NBC
Starring Johnny Sequoyah, Jake McLaughlin, Kyle MacLachlan, Delroy Lindo and Sienna Guillory, 
Believe tells the story of a little girl who has certain powers that she is unable to control. The
downside? She's also being hunted by evil forces who want what she's got. The premiere date and
time for this show are yet to be determined, but the series promises to be well worth the wait.
 
Resurrection, ABC
Beginning on Sundays at 9 p.m. (EST) on March 9, the show Resurrection is expected to hit the
airwaves. NBC has heavily promoted this show, which the network hopes will be a true hit. It's about
Arcadia, Mo., a town overrun by ... you guessed it ... zombies. However, there's an intriguing twist:
These "undead" are surprised to be back as well, and are not the "mean" type of zombies we've all







come to expect.
 
Whether you prefer suspense, drama or science fiction, these are just a few midseason premieres that
promise many hours of viewing enjoyment.
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